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Meditation in the Temple of Transparency 

 

 
So, if you would take a deep breath now….. 
Be in your Light Body….. 
And be in your Merkaba Vehicle….. 
And command that Vehicle to move under our direction, the Sirian Archangelic League, 
 as we take you into that Temple of Transparency…..  [Short Pause] 
 

The entire Angelic League is waiting for you,  
 as you enter one by one, and take your seat….. 
 

The entire Sirian Complexity, the entire Sirian Collective is not present. 
Within this Temple of Transparency, at this very moment, it is every one of you as the 
Human Christed Being, and we -- all of the Earth Angelic Communities and all of the Sirian 
Archangelic League.   
 

Archangel Zadkiel stands to greet you, to make his relationship between the Archangelic 
League of Earth and the Sirian Archangelic League a very easy merged state that you trust 
and recognize energetically….. 
 

Zadkiel bows to you to greet you………   
And we all circle around you in this beautiful Transparent Temple……… 
It’s as if there are no walls or floor or ceiling –  
 It is pure magnificent Light in this Temple…… 
 

And we call forth the Energetics from the Realm of Source, the Energetics of Transparency, 
 to be transmitted into each one of you, into your Sacred Heart Center…..  [Pause] 
 

These Energetics relate to this lifetime only  
 and the experiences that occurred in this particular lifetime….   
 They pertain to this, your Soul’s Journey in your Human body….. 
All is shown to you; all of the Energetics are visible to you at this time….. 
 

As you receive these Transparent Energies you receive them in the state of total neutrality. 
 Your Heart, your Sacred Heart is open. 
 Your 4th chakra is open to receive that Transparency. 
 The Love that is within you is massive….. 
 

This Love is not just in gratitude for what you are receiving, 
 but it is in gratitude for your Soul’s Journey… 
The Love that you have for yourself, now, you may not have felt before….. 
 for you see, all is transparent here… 
 You see what a beautiful Being of Light that you ARE…. 
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[6:45]  You see the trials of this lifetime without attachment, without regret….. 
 And you see the Joys of this life…   You see the Beauty of this life…   
 

And the Love is overwhelming in your Heart chakra.   
It spills over into that 3rd chakra…   infusing it with Transparency and Light and Love… 
And it flows into that 2nd chakra….. 
And then into the 1st……….. 
 And as it flows into the 1st, there is a confidence in Self…..  that is there…. 
 There is a Love of Self that is there….. 
 

And you immediately create a beautiful Grounding Cord of Golden Light, 
 and you anchor it in your Earth Star… 
 so the Earth benefits also… from this beautiful Transparency that you are transmitting… 
 

Now, back into your Sacred Heart…    Move your consciousness into your Sacred Heart…  
 filled with Love…..  appreciation…  
 confidence in yourself that the remainder of this Journey will be with Ease….. 
  

And you are filled with the Grace of the Light and Love of Source….. 
You see the Love that was used to create your Spirit at the very moment you were created. 
 The Love of Source……. 
And that Spirit evolved…. 
 And the Soul that emanates from that Spirit in this lifetime is magnificent….. 
 See it  -- for it was also created in that vast Love….. 
See the beautiful creation of YOU…….  [Pause] 
 

Now, take a deep breath and be very present in the Temple of Transparency, 
 with US surrounding you……. Loving you…..  
All was shown to you… of the Beauty of Source creation that is you…….  [Pause] 
 

Another deep breath….. 
It is time now to return to your Merkaba Vehicle….. 
 

We sense your reluctance to leave this beautiful place…  
But know that we will come for you in the dream state often, to refresh your memory of 
who you ARE.  And we will take you to the Temple again and again, lest you forget.   
We do not want you to forget this, Beloveds. 
 

So, as you enter your Merkaba Field, prepare to return to Earth and to your Crucible… 
Join together in JOY in your Crucible with us. 
And visit your Crucible often in the coming days, so that you might be refreshed… [Pause] 
 

And we will now close our Session for this evening.   
Blessings, Beloveds, Blessings! 


